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Fig. 7.— Average number of planets per size bin for main se-
quence FGKM stars, determined here from the Q1–Q6 Kepler data
and corrected for false positives and incompleteness.

6.4. Super-Earths (1.25–2R⊕)

According to our simulations the overall average num-
ber of super-Earths per star out to periods of 145 days is
close to 30%. The distribution of host star masses for the
super-Earths is shown in Figure 8. While there is a hint
that planets of this size may be less common around M
dwarfs than around hotter stars, a K-S test indicates that
the simulated and real distributions are not significantly
different (false alarm probability of 4.9%).

6.5. Earths (0.8–1.25R⊕)

As indicated in Table 3, the overall rate of occurrence
(average number of planets per star) we find for Earth-
size planets is 18.4%, for orbital periods up to 85 days.
Similarly to the case for larger planets, our simulated
population of false positives and Earth-size planets is a
good match to the KOIs in this class, without the need
to invoke any dependence on the mass of the host star
(see Figure 9).
Among the Earth-size planets that we have randomly

assigned to KIC target stars in our simulations, we find
that approximately 23% have SNRs above 7.1, but only
about 10% would be actually be detected according to
our ramp model for the Kepler recovery rate. These
are perhaps the most interesting objects from a scientific
point of view. Our results also indicate that 12.3% of the
Earth-size KOIs are false positives (Table 1). This frac-
tion is small enough to allow statistical analyses based
on the KOI sample, but is too large to claim that any
individual Earth-size KOI is a bona-fide planet without
further examination. Ruling out the possibility of a false
positive is of critical importance for the goal of confi-
dently detecting the first Earth-size planets in the hab-
itable zone of their parent star.
On the basis of our simulations we may predict the

kinds of false positives that can most easily mimic an
Earth-size transit, so that observational follow-up efforts
may be better focused toward the validation of the plane-
tary nature of such a signal. Figure 10 shows a histogram
of the different kinds of false positives that result in pho-
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Fig. 8.— Similar to Figure 4, for super-Earths.

tometric signals similar to Earth-size transiting planets,
as a function of their magnitude difference compared to
the Kepler target.
There are two dominant sources of false positives for

this class of signals. One is background eclipsing bi-
naries, most of which are expected to be between 8
and 10 magnitudes fainter than the Kepler target in
the Kp passband, and some will be even fainter. The
most effective way of ruling out background eclipsing
binaries is by placing tight limits on the presence of
such contaminants as a function of angular separation
from the target. In previous planet validations with
BLENDER (e.g., Fressin et al. 2011; Cochran et al. 2011;
Borucki et al. 2012; Fressin et al. 2012) the constraints
from ground-based high-spatial resolution adaptive op-
tics imaging have played a crucial role in excluding many
background stars beyond a fraction of an arcsec from the
target. However, these observations typically only reach
magnitude differences up to 8–9 mag (e.g., Batalha et al.
2011), and such dim sources can only be detected at
considerably larger angular separations of several arc-
sec. Any closer companions of this brightness would be
missed. Since background eclipsing binaries mimicking
an Earth-size transit can be fainter still, other more pow-
erful space-based resources may be needed in some cases
such as choronography or imaging with HST.
Another major contributor to false positives, accord-

ing to Figure 10, is larger planets transiting a physically

Features in the radius distribution smeared out due to 40% radius errors

Fressin et al. (2013)
Petigura et al. (2013)
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TABLE 1
Papers from the California Kepler Survey

Primary CKS Papers

CKS I. High-Resolution Spectroscopy of 1305 Stars Hosting Kepler Transiting Planets (this paper)
CKS II. Precise Physical Properties of 2075 Kepler Planets and Their Host Stars (Johnson et al., submitted)
CKS III. A Gap in the Radius Distribution of Small Planets (Fulton et al., submitted)
CKS IV. Metallicities of Kepler Planet Hosts (Petigura et al., to be submitted)
CKS V. Stellar and Planetary Properties of Kepler Multiplanet Systems (Weiss et al., to be submitted)

Related Papers Using CKS Data

Detection of Stars Within ⇠0.800of Kepler Objects of Interest (Kolbl et al. 2015)
Absence of a Metallicity E↵ect for Ultra-short-period Planets (Winn et al. 2017, submitted)
Identifying Young Kepler Planet Host Stars from Keck-HIRES Spectra of Lithium (Berger et al., in prep)

TABLE 2
CKS Stellar Samples

Sample Nstars Nplanets

Magnitude-limited (Kp < 14.2) 960 1385
Multi-planet Systems 484 1254
Habitable Zone Systems 127 127
Ultra-Short Period Planets 71 71
Other 38 38
False Positivesa 113 175
Totalb 1305 2075

a The False Positive sample includes systems for which
all of the planet candidates have been dispositioned as
false positives.
b Some stars are in multiple samples.

used the C2 decker and employed a sky-subtraction rou-
tine to reduce the impact of scattered moonlight and tel-
luric emission lines (Batalha et al. 2011). The wavelength
range was from 3640 to 7990 Å. We aligned the spectral
format of HIRES such that the observatory-frame wave-
lengths were consistent to within one pixel from night
to night. This allows for extraction of the spectral or-
ders using the CPS raw reduction pipeline. We used the
HIRES guide camera with a green filter (BG38), ensuring
that the guiding signal was based on light near the mid-
dle of the wavelength range of the spectra. Except for a
few stars with nearby companions, we used the HIRES
image-rotator in the vertical-angle mode to capture the
full spectral bandwidth within the spectrometer entrance
slit.

2.3. Stellar Samples

The CKS sample comprises several overlapping sub-
samples. Table 2 provides a summary. Table 3 specifies
the subsample memberships of every star in the CKS sur-
vey. Figure 1 shows the distribution of stellar brightness,
and of the number of planets per star, for the entire CKS
sample.
Magnitude-limited. This sample is defined as all stars

with Kp < 14.2 (Kepler apparent magnitude). We set
out to observe a magnitude-limited sample of KOIs cho-
sen independent of the number of detected planets or
previously measured stellar properties. As the project
progressed, we added additional samples of fainter stars,
as described below.
Multi-planet Systems. This sample is defined as Kepler

stars orbited by two or more transiting planets (excluding
false positives). We also observed nearly all of the multi-
transiting systems appearing in the Rowe et al. (2014)
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Fig. 1.— Properties of the CKS sample. Top: Distribution of
stellar brightness in the Kepler bandpass (Kp). The dashed line
at Kp = 14.2 indicates that faint limit of the magnitude-limited
sample. Bottom: Distribution of the number of planets per star.
The label above each histogram bin specifies the number of stars
belonging to that bin.

catalog, with priority given to the highest multiplicity
systems and the brightest stars. Examples of high planet-
multiplicity stars in resonance include Kepler-223 (Mills
et al. 2016) and Kepler-80 (MacDonald et al. 2016). See
Weiss et al. (in prep.) for a detailed analysis of the multi-
planet systems.
Habitable-Zone Systems. We observed 127 host stars

of Kepler planets orbiting in the potentially habitable
zone. Some of the individual habitable-zone planets
have been studied extensively and validated (Borucki
et al. 2013; Torres et al. 2015; Jenkins et al. 2015).
It is not clear what to adopt as the boundaries of the
liquid-water habitable zone, because of the many uncer-

The California-
Kepler Survey

• Led by Andrew Howard, Geoff Marcy, 
John Johnson  

• ~50 Keck nights (2011-2015) 

• HIRES spectra of 1305 stars hosting 2025 
planet candidates 

• Sub-samples: 

• Magnitude limited (Kp < 14.2) (N✶ = 960) 

• Multis (N✶ = 484) 

• USPs (P < 1d) (N✶ = 71) 

• Habitable Zone (N✶ = 127)
Petigura, Howard, et al. (2017)
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•High resolution: R ~ 50,000 
• Enables measurement of vsini

•High SNR 
• Precision spectroscopy 
• Searches for faint SB2All spectra and parameters are public 

astro.caltech.edu/~howard/cks

Petigura, Howard et al. (2017)BJ Fulton Know Thy Star 2017

http://astro.caltech.edu/~howard/cks


The California-Kepler Survey

σTeff (Q16) = 156 K 

σTeff (CKS) = 60 K

σlogg (Q16) = 0.17 dex 

σlogg (CKS) = 0.07 dex

σM/M (Q16) = 14% 

σM/M (CKS) = 5%

σR/R (Q16) = 39% 

σR/R (CKS) = 10%
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The Radius Gap
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The Radius Gap

Super- 
Earths

Sub- 
Neptunes

Fulton, Petigura, et al. (2017)

super-Earths 
and sub-Neptunes are 
~equally common

BJ Fulton Know Thy Star 2017



The Radius Gap
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The Radius Gap
USPs (P < 1 d)

Fulton, Petigura, et al. (2017)BJ Fulton Know Thy Star 2017
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Predictions for the Transition Between Rocky Super-Earths and Gaseous Sub-Neptunes 3

Murray-Clay et al. (2009) and Chen & Rogers (2016). These two
rates are described by equations (1) and (2)

ṀEL = −
ϵXUVπFXUVR
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Here ϵXUV is a parameterization of the efficiency of photo-
evaporation, generally taken to be ∼10% for solar composi-
tion atmospheres (e.g., Jackson et al. 2010; Valencia et al. 2010;
Lopez et al. 2012; Jin et al. 2014; Chen & Rogers 2016). FXUV is
the XUV flux at a planet’s orbit (Ribas et al. 2005). Rbase and Rs

are the radii of the XUV photosphere and the sonic point respec-
tively, computed following the method described in Lopez (2016),
and cs is the sound speed at the sonic point, typically ∼10 km/s.
Mp is the total planet mass. Ktide is a slight geometric correction
factor. Finally, hν0 ≈ 20 eV is the typically energy of the incom-
ing ionizing radiation and αrec,B is the case B recombination coef-
ficient for hydrogen.

Taking the minimum of these two rates is a commonly used
approximation (e.g., Jin et al. 2014; Chen & Rogers 2016), which
approximates the predictions of hydrodynamic mass loss models
(e.g., Murray-Clay et al. 2009; Owen & Jackson 2012), and is gen-
erally applicable for planets with H/He envelopes and periods!100
days, where the evaporative wind should be fully collisional. For
planets in the habitable zones of Sun-like stars this model is not
applicable, since there it is necessary to take into account the role
of molecular coolants and conduction (e.g., Tian et al. 2008), along
with non-collisional and non-thermal escape processes, however,
modeling such planets is beyond the scope of this paper and at
any rate they are not relevant to the observational predictions made
here.

2.2 Evaporation Results

Using this model, we then ran a large suite of approximately 20,000
evolution models on a grid covering a range of initial core masses,
envelope fractions, and levels of irradiation. The points on this grid
were spaced uniformly in log space with cores ranging from 1 to 20
M⊕, initial envelope fractions from 0.1 to 50%, and bolometric in-
cident flux from 10 to 1000 F⊕. We chose this log-uniform spacing
primarily to fully explore the relevant parameter space. However, as
we noted before, Chen & Rogers (2016) found that such an initial
distribution was able to reproduce the observed radius distribution
when photo-evaporation is included. In any case, the general pre-
dictions for the flux dependence of the transition radius presented
here are insensitive to any of these choices. We allowed these mod-
els to start photo-evaporating at 10 Myr, shortly after the end of
planet formation, and ended them once the planet reached 5 Gyr, at
which point we recorded the final planet radius and envelope frac-
tion.

Figure 1 summarizes the results from this grid of models. At
lower levels of irradiation !100 F⊕ and larger radii " 1.5R⊕ we
find the population of gas rich sub-Neptunes which have resisted
photo-evaporation. These are the most abundant population of ex-
oplanets found by Kepler (Petigura et al. 2013b; Burke et al. 2015)
and our model predicts that planets in this size range typically have

Figure 1. This plots the final planet radius predicted by the evolution model
after 5 Gyr of thermal and photo-evaporative evolution vs. the incident bolo-
metric flux that a planet receives at its orbit, for planets with solar composi-
tion H/He envelopes atop Earth-like cores. " 20,000 individual model runs
where performed to generate this figure. The results of individual runs are
shown by the points, which have been color-coded by their final H/He en-
velope mass fraction. Rust-colored points in the bottom right indicate bare
rocky planets which have completely lost their H/He envelopes. The grey-
scale background meanwhile shows the number of models that ended up in
each radius-flux bin, where darker shades corresponds to a higher density
of points, and clear regions correspond to areas devoid of models.

Figure 2. Similar to Figure 1 except here we only show those rocky planets
that have completely lost their gaseous envelopes. Again, the grey-scale
shows the number of models that ended up in each radius-flux bin, where
darker shades corresponds to a higher density of models. Critically, if most
rocky planets originate as the evaporated remnants of sub-Neptunes then
the maximum size of bare-rocky planets should increase with increasing
incident flux (decreasing orbital period).

moderate gas envelopes composing ∼1-10% of their total mass
(Lopez & Fortney 2014). Meanwhile, at higher levels of irradia-
tion and smaller sizes we find the population of bare rocky cores
that have had their envelopes completely stripped away by photo-
evaporation. These are the planets that we are interested in here,
and we will discuss the features of this population more below. Fi-
nally, in between these two populations there is a narrow “evapora-

MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2016)
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HereϵXUVisaparameterizationoftheefficiencyofphoto-
evaporation,generallytakentobe∼10%forsolarcomposi-
tionatmospheres(e.g.,Jacksonetal.2010;Valenciaetal.2010;
Lopezetal.2012;Jinetal.2014;Chen&Rogers2016).FXUVis
theXUVfluxataplanet’sorbit(Ribasetal.2005).RbaseandRs

aretheradiioftheXUVphotosphereandthesonicpointrespec-
tively,computedfollowingthemethoddescribedinLopez(2016),
andcsisthesoundspeedatthesonicpoint,typically∼10km/s.
Mpisthetotalplanetmass.Ktideisaslightgeometriccorrection
factor.Finally,hν0≈20eVisthetypicallyenergyoftheincom-
ingionizingradiationandαrec,BisthecaseBrecombinationcoef-
ficientforhydrogen.

Takingtheminimumofthesetworatesisacommonlyused
approximation(e.g.,Jinetal.2014;Chen&Rogers2016),which
approximatesthepredictionsofhydrodynamicmasslossmodels
(e.g.,Murray-Clayetal.2009;Owen&Jackson2012),andisgen-
erallyapplicableforplanetswithH/Heenvelopesandperiods!100
days,wheretheevaporativewindshouldbefullycollisional.For
planetsinthehabitablezonesofSun-likestarsthismodelisnot
applicable,sincethereitisnecessarytotakeintoaccounttherole
ofmolecularcoolantsandconduction(e.g.,Tianetal.2008),along
withnon-collisionalandnon-thermalescapeprocesses,however,
modelingsuchplanetsisbeyondthescopeofthispaperandat
anyratetheyarenotrelevanttotheobservationalpredictionsmade
here.

2.2EvaporationResults

Usingthismodel,wethenranalargesuiteofapproximately20,000
evolutionmodelsonagridcoveringarangeofinitialcoremasses,
envelopefractions,andlevelsofirradiation.Thepointsonthisgrid
werespaceduniformlyinlogspacewithcoresrangingfrom1to20
M⊕,initialenvelopefractionsfrom0.1to50%,andbolometricin-
cidentfluxfrom10to1000F⊕.Wechosethislog-uniformspacing
primarilytofullyexploretherelevantparameterspace.However,as
wenotedbefore,Chen&Rogers(2016)foundthatsuchaninitial
distributionwasabletoreproducetheobservedradiusdistribution
whenphoto-evaporationisincluded.Inanycase,thegeneralpre-
dictionsforthefluxdependenceofthetransitionradiuspresented
hereareinsensitivetoanyofthesechoices.Weallowedthesemod-
elstostartphoto-evaporatingat10Myr,shortlyaftertheendof
planetformation,andendedthemoncetheplanetreached5Gyr,at
whichpointwerecordedthefinalplanetradiusandenvelopefrac-
tion.

Figure1summarizestheresultsfromthisgridofmodels.At
lowerlevelsofirradiation!100F⊕andlargerradii"1.5R⊕we
findthepopulationofgasrichsub-Neptuneswhichhaveresisted
photo-evaporation.Thesearethemostabundantpopulationofex-
oplanetsfoundbyKepler(Petiguraetal.2013b;Burkeetal.2015)
andourmodelpredictsthatplanetsinthissizerangetypicallyhave

Figure1.Thisplotsthefinalplanetradiuspredictedbytheevolutionmodel
after5Gyrofthermalandphoto-evaporativeevolutionvs.theincidentbolo-
metricfluxthataplanetreceivesatitsorbit,forplanetswithsolarcomposi-
tionH/HeenvelopesatopEarth-likecores."20,000individualmodelruns
whereperformedtogeneratethisfigure.Theresultsofindividualrunsare
shownbythepoints,whichhavebeencolor-codedbytheirfinalH/Heen-
velopemassfraction.Rust-coloredpointsinthebottomrightindicatebare
rockyplanetswhichhavecompletelylosttheirH/Heenvelopes.Thegrey-
scalebackgroundmeanwhileshowsthenumberofmodelsthatendedupin
eachradius-fluxbin,wheredarkershadescorrespondstoahigherdensity
ofpoints,andclearregionscorrespondtoareasdevoidofmodels.

Figure2.SimilartoFigure1excepthereweonlyshowthoserockyplanets
thathavecompletelylosttheirgaseousenvelopes.Again,thegrey-scale
showsthenumberofmodelsthatendedupineachradius-fluxbin,where
darkershadescorrespondstoahigherdensityofmodels.Critically,ifmost
rockyplanetsoriginateastheevaporatedremnantsofsub-Neptunesthen
themaximumsizeofbare-rockyplanetsshouldincreasewithincreasing
incidentflux(decreasingorbitalperiod).

moderategasenvelopescomposing∼1-10%oftheirtotalmass
(Lopez&Fortney2014).Meanwhile,athigherlevelsofirradia-
tionandsmallersizeswefindthepopulationofbarerockycores
thathavehadtheirenvelopescompletelystrippedawaybyphoto-
evaporation.Thesearetheplanetsthatweareinterestedinhere,
andwewilldiscussthefeaturesofthispopulationmorebelow.Fi-
nally,inbetweenthesetwopopulationsthereisanarrow“evapora-
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Photo-Evaporation Causes Gap
• Predicted by Theory 

• Owen & Wu (2013) 

• Lopez & Fortney (2013) 

• Jin et al. (2014) 

• Chen & Rogers (2016) 

• Explanation  

• High energy XUV photons emitted during 
star’s first 100 Myr erodes envelopes 

• Most sub-Neptunes are ~3% H/He by mass 

• 3% H/He envelopes have longest mass 
loss timescale 

• Planets are “herded” into two typical 
sizes

O
w

en and W
u (2017)
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Photoevaporation

BJ Fulton          ExSoCal 2017Owen & Wu (2017)



Photoevaporation
Fulton, Petigura, et al. (2017)

Owen & Wu (2017)
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Major Implications  

•Maximum core size ~3 Me 

•Earth-like composition 
(water-poor) 

• Large scale migration after  
100 Myr is uncommon

Observations

Model

BJ Fulton Know Thy Star 2017



Summary

• Precision spectroscopy for 
2025 KOIs 

• Gap in the radius distribution 
between 1.5—2.0 Re 

• Two size classes for small 
planets 

• Small, close-in planets are 
composed of rocky cores with 
varying amounts of low-density 
gas

Fulton, Petigura, et al. (2017)
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Magnitude Cuts

Consistent 
(97% confidence)

Not consistent





Lopez et al. (2014)
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Previous Occurrence Studies

• Howard et al. (2012)  
Planet Occurrence Within 0.25 AU 
of Solar-Type Stars from Kepler 

• Petigura et al. (2013)  
Prevalence of Earth-size planets 
orbiting Sun-like stars 

• Morton et al. (2014)  
The Radius Distribution of Planets 
Around Cool Stars 

• Owen & Wu (2014) 
Kepler Planets: A Tale of 
Evaporation
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